7 MUST-DO’S AT THE ZOO:

STROLL through the Rainforest, then watch “Otis’ Big Adventure” at Migration Theatre!

BE IMMERSED with larger-than-life BUGS and life-sized DINOSAURS in Staying Power!
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CLIMB alongside goats at KidZooU!

FEED beautiful birds in Wings of Asia and gorgeous Giraffe in African Plains!

VIEW new resident Sloth Bear cubs in Bear Country!

TAKE A SPIN on the Rainforest Carousel, or hop onboard the SEPTA PZ Express Train!

LEARN about amazing animals from Zoo experts!

Scan QR code for today’s talks:
Crawl into the world of arachnids with Spiders Alive! at Philadelphia Zoo! Featuring 17 species of live arachnids, this exciting exhibit brings you face-to-face with some of the most fascinating spiders and scorpions in the natural world.

Did you know?

There’s a spider the size of a dinner plate? Come see the Goliath Bird Eating Spider for yourself!